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High Energy astrophysical neutrino 
detection in a multimessenger scenario



• The New era of  Gravitational Wave: GW170817 -
crucial milestone in multimessenger astrophysics

• The complementary messenger: the neutrino
ü IC170922
ü NGC 1068 

• The future challanges



MeV Neutrinos from SN1987A

February 23, 1987. 



Credit: NASA GSFC & Caltech/MIT/LIGO Lab

GW170817 and GRB170817A



Shown here are 8 images of the aftermath of the BNS merger (designated SSS17a/AT2017gfo).
On the left are six optical images taken between 10 and 12 hours after the merger by different
telescopes. On the right are images constructed from x-ray and radio observations. The x-ray
image was taken 9 days after the merger by NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory. 16 days after
the merger NRAO's Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) captured the radio image. In all 8 images the
galaxy NGC 4993 is seen in the middle and SSS17a/AT2017gfo is marked by two lines.

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/chandra/main/index.html
http://www.vla.nrao.edu/












Are Gravitons Massless?
• GW170817 provides a stringent 

test of the speed of gravitational 
waves  

• Dt =1.74 +/- 0.05 s
• D ≈ 26 Mpc

– Conservative limit – use 90% confidence level 
lower limit on GW source from parameter 
estimation

• GW170814 also puts limits on 
violations of Lorentz Invariance 
and Equivalence Principle
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Dt = 1.7 s

LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration, Gravitational Waves 
and Gamma-Rays from a Binary Neutron Star Merger: GW170817 and GRB 
170817A” Astrophys. J. Lett., 848:L13, (2017)



Binary Neutron Star Mergers 
Produce Kilonovae

• Electromagnetic follow-up of GW170817 provides 
strong evidence for kilonova model 
– kilonova - isotropic thermal emission produced by radioactive decay of 

rapid neutron capture (‘r-process’) elements synthesized in the merger 
ejecta

• Spectra taken over 2 week period across all 
electromagnetic bands consistent with kilonova 
models
– “Blue” early emission dominated by Fe-group and light r-process 

formation; later “red” emission dominated by heavy element 
(lanthanide) formation

• Recent radio data prefers ‘cocoon’ model to classical 
short-hard GRB production!

Kasliwal et al. 2017,  
Science, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aap9455

Cowpersthwaite, et al. 2017,  
Ap. J. Lett. DOI: https://doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/aa8fc7



A gravitational-wave standard siren 
measurement of the Hubble constant

• Gravitational waves are ‘standard sirens’, providing absolute measure of 
luminosity distance dL

• can be used to determine H0 directly if red shift is known:
c z = H0 dL

• … without the need for a cosmic distance ladder!
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Abbott, et al., LIGO-Virgo Collaboration, 1M2H, DeCAM GW-EM & DES, DLT40, Las Cumbres
Observatory, VINRO UGE, MASTER Collaborations, A gravitational-wave standard siren measurement of 
the Hubble constant”, Nature 551, 85–88 (2017).

H0 = 70 (+12, - 8) km/s/Mpc

https://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v551/n7678/full/nature24471.html


Constraining the Neutron Star Equation of State 
with GW170817

• Gravitational waveforms contain information about 
NS tidal deformations à allows us to constrain NS 
equations of state (EOS)

• Tidal deformability parameter:

• GW170817 data consistent with softer EOS à more 
compact NS
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Abbott, et al. ,LIGO Scientific 
Collaboration and Virgo 
Collaboration, “GW170817: 
Observation of Gravitational 
Waves from a Binary Neutron 
Star Inspiral” Phys. Rev. Lett.
161101 (2017)

O
zeland Friere

(2016)

Low Spin High Spin



Neutrino Search from GW170817

ANTARES/IceCube/Ligo/Virgo/Auger “follow-up” analysis

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 850:L35, 2017
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• 20% of the Universe is opaque to the EM spectrum
• non-thermal Universe powered by cosmic accelerators
• probed by gravitational waves and neutrinos
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With 103 TeV energy, photons do not reach us from the edge
of our galaxy because of their small mean free path in the
microwave background.

The opaque Universe
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e-• electrically neutral
• essentially massless
• essentially unabsorbed
• tracks nuclear processes
• reveal the sources of cosmic rays

• … but difficult to detect: how large a detector?

Neutrinos? Perfect Messenger



• At Earth’s surface, cosmic-ray air showers produce a huge
background of charged particles in particle detectors. Therefore,
neutrino telescopes attempting to see beyond the atmosphere must
go underground.

• Looking upward from even the deepest mineshaft, one would have
to contend with a non-negligible flux of muons from cosmic-ray
showers.

• Neutrino telescopes have to look for neutrinos that passed through
the entire Earth, which serves as a filter that lets nothing else
through.

• Neutrino telescopes seek out upward-moving muons created in
collisions between high-energy muon neutrinos (νμ) from below and
material within the detector or its surroundings.

Looking downward



GNN (global neutrino network) 
https://www.globalneutrinonetwork.org/

Large neutrino telescopes on Earth
2008-2022 
Dismantled 

2008 - data taking

in construction
/GVD

under construction

- data taking





IceCube

5160 PMTs
in 1 km3



Courtesy of IceCube Collaboration

IceCube



KM3NeT detector
• Multi-site, deep-sea neutrino telescope
• Selected by ESFRI roadmap

KM3NeT, Journal of Physics G: Nuclear and Particle Physics, 43 (8), 084001, 2016



KM3NeT, Journal of Physics G: Nuclear and Particle Physics, 43 (8), 084001, 2016



64 170 PMTs

KM3NeT, Journal of Physics G: Nuclear and Particle Physics, 43 (8), 084001, 2016



operating for 25 yr for 14y



South Pole IceCube Mediterranean Sea ARCA

Complementarity with IceCube





Deployment of the new Junction Box 



The Detector Unit deployment



The Detector Unit deployment



The unfurling mechanism



KM3NeT: current status

KM3NeT, Journal of Physics G: Nuclear and Particle Physics, 43 (8), 084001, 2016





Muon track: color is time; number of photons is energy



2-year analysis:  Science 342, 1242856 (2013)

28 events, which include the highest
energy neutrinos ever observed, have
flavors, directions, and energies
inconsistent with those expected from
the atmospheric muon and neutrino
backgrounds. These properties are,
however, consistent with generic
predictions for an additional
component of extraterrestrial origin.

Evidence of the n diffuse flux

Bert                                  Ernie



A cosmic neutrino interacts INSIDE the detector: it is too 
energetic to be produced in the atmosphere

> 300 optical sensors; > 100,000 photons; 2 nanosec time resolution
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IC170922, 
Sep. 22, 2017



IceCube Trigger
43 seconds after trigger, GCN notice was sent



IceCube 170922 

Muon track; radius ~ number of photons
time    ~ red à purple

time





IceCube 170922 

Fermi
detects a flaring
blazar within 0.1o

MAGIC
detects emission of
TeV gammas



Observational spectrum of TSX 0506+056

IceCube, Science 361 (2018) no.6398, eaat1378



More neutrinos (~10) emission from the
direction of the blazar TXS 0506+056
IceCube-170922A alert” pointing to
TXS0506+056.
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3.5σ evidence (a-priori following predefined tests procedures) 

TSX 0506+056

IceCube Collaboration: M.G. Aartsen et al. Science 361, 147-151 (2018) 



50 neutrinos

NGC 1068 (Messier 77)
IceCube, PRL 124, 051103 (2020)

2020 skymap:  Most significant position on sky consistent 
with NGC 1068 (Messier 77), a Seyfert II galaxy (2.9 𝜎) 

Per year:
90 billion atmospheric muons
80 thousand atmospheric neutrinos



Analysis with improved calibrations

Evidence for neutrino emission from the nearby active 
galaxy NGC 1068 (M 77)

Science — Nov. 4, 2022
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IceCube, Science 378, 6619, 538-543 (2022)



>10 PeV                              > 5 TeV                              > 0.5 TeV                            few GeV

IceCube and IceCube-Gen2 :
scales and energy ranges



IceCube-Gen2 sensitivity: Point sources

How would TXS and NGC look in Gen2?
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KM3NeT: the multimessenger program

Courtesy of A. Zegarelli KM3NeT, VLVNT2021 conference proceedings, arXiv:2107.13908



KM3NeT: the multimessenger program

Courtesy of A. Zegarelli KM3NeT, VLVNT2021 conference proceedings, arXiv:2107.13908



KM3NeT real-time analysis: 
the recent case of GRB 221009

• ~ 3 months ago the brightest long GRB ever detected was observed, relatively close to
us ( z~0.15, corresponding to 2.4 billion light-years away), at 13:16.59 UT

• This event produced the most energetic GRB photon ever seen by Fermi LAT (ATel
#15656), that of 99 GeV

• LHAASO during 2000 sec after the GRB trigger detected photons up to 18 TeV,
highest energies ever detected from a GRB (GCN #32677)

Courtesy of A. Zegarelli

KM3NeT started to play a crucial role in the field of real-time 
multimesseger astronomy!



The SuperNova Early Warning System (SNEWS) is a global network of
neutrino experiments sensitive to supernova neutrinos. The goal of SNEWS is
to provide the astronomical community with a prompt alert of an
imminent Galactic core-collapse event. This will allow for complete multi-
messenger observations of the supernova across the electromagnetic spectrum,
in gravitational waves, and in neutrinos.

SNEWS 2.0
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✓SASI activity higher for softer EOS (due to high growth rate, e.g., Foglizzo et al. (‘06)).

[Kuroda et al 2016, ApJL, 2014, PRD]
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Correlation of n and GW signals from a rapidly rotating 3D model

Gravitational waveform

10kpc

62

Takiwaki, KK, Foglizzo, (2021)Neutrino event rate (27 Msun, Ω0 = 2rad/s)

Neutrino
“light-house”
effect

Seen from equator

Seen from pole

~400 HzfGW

fneutrino
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